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SUMMARY

A meeting sponsored by the Council on Library Resources to explore critical issues and problems related to subject access in bibliographic records of monographic literature was held in Dublin, Ohio, June 7-9, 1982. Twenty-three researchers, practitioners, and policy makers interested in the topic of subject access were brought together for this meeting; they represented national and research libraries, bibliographic service agencies (utilities), database vendors, library schools, index and abstract services, and other organizations.

The purpose of the meeting was to identify a set of long-term and short-term recommendations that could be acted upon by a variety of individuals and organizations to improve subject access in bibliographic databases for the user. Participants received background papers before the meeting, and four papers were given at the meeting. Recommendations for study and action in several areas (subject heading issues, classification issues, database issues, and general issues) were prepared by small working groups; these were then carefully refined by the entire group into a set of 16 recommendations—the end product of the meeting. Priorities were established for these recommendations, and they were divided into short-term projects (those that could be started and substantially completed within three years), long-term projects (those that could be started in the near term, but would require effort beyond three years), and other projects (deemed important, but for which priorities were not set).

This report presents those 16 specific recommendations, 6 assumptions that were made in arriving at those recommendations, one of the background papers, the discussion papers, and working definitions of "subject access" suggested by the participants. It describes how the meeting was conducted, who the participants were, and the discussions that took place. It also reports on progress that has been made relative to some of the recommendations since the meeting was held.
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PREFACE

This report of a meeting on subject access is both a product of a process and a careful record of the process itself. Readers thus have a context in which to judge the validity of recommendations and an opportunity to share vicariously in the conversations themselves. Lengthy minutes often stem from unfocused discussions but, in this case, the length of the record reflects intense and productive sessions that are fully reported because they deal with a matter of central importance—the usefulness of bibliographic systems and services to individuals, whether they be experienced scholars, students, beginning researchers, or any other member of the American public. As the volume of recorded information grows in quantity, becoming along the way more varied in format and infinitely more complex in content, it is imperative that better ways be found to enable would-be users to identify the specific items they need with reasonable ease and precision. Improved access to bibliographic records by subject is, for users, a matter of growing importance because of the sheer quantity of recorded information with which they must deal.

Computer technology has, fortunately, flourished in phase with the growing information store (and is itself, a reason for much of that growth). The work that is ahead concerns using technology to help resolve the difficult intellectual problem of linking the information requirements of individuals working today to the accumulated record of our intellectual past. To do so in a reliable, satisfactory, and economically feasible way is the task ahead. The discussions reported here mark an important step along the road.

Warren J. Haas
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For some time the Council on Library Resources has been interested in the topic of subject access to bibliographic records, and ways of improving that access for the end user. The best approaches to improvement have not been clear, but developments early in 1982 suggested it was time to re-focus attention on the problem. To help identify fruitful areas for study and action, CLR sponsored a meeting of knowledgeable persons in the area of subject access.

The meeting, an initiative of the Council's Bibliographic Service Development Program (BSDP), was held in Dublin, Ohio, beginning Monday evening, June 7, 1982, and ending at noon Wednesday, June 9. Daytime sessions were held at OCLC, and evening sessions at the nearby Stouffer's Dublin Hotel. Appendix A is the agenda of the meeting.

Twenty-three people--researchers, policy makers and practitioners--from national and research libraries, library schools, database vendors, indexing and abstracting services, bibliographic service agencies (utilities), and other organizations participated in the meeting. They were chosen from a long list of people known to be interested in subject access from a number of perspectives. Appendix B identifies the participants.

Three papers providing background information were distributed to the participants in advance. Citations to the two previously-published of these (by Carol Mandel and Judith Herschman, and William Mischo) are included in chapter 2, along with the text of the third, prepared by C. Lee Jones.
specifically for the meeting. These background papers review research on subject access that could have implications for subject access in online catalogs, propose a sophisticated subject retrieval function for an online union catalog, and discuss some of the issues involved.

The first program session (Monday evening, June 7) was devoted to introducing the participants, reviewing past CLR efforts in the area of subject access, defining the problem, describing the purpose, mechanics and focus of the meeting, and discussing assumptions upon which the deliberations would be based. Definitions of "subject access" by participants (which they had been asked to bring to the meeting) were distributed and briefly discussed; they are reproduced in Appendix C. The Monday evening session is more fully described in Chapter 3.

On Tuesday morning four papers were presented by five of the participants to help build a common understanding and stimulate discussion. Topics covered included the current status of subject access in LC bibliographic records, ways of enhancing bibliographic records for subject access, and the use of sophisticated search techniques and classification schedules to improve subject access. Chapter 3 includes the text of these presentations and notes of discussions during the presentations.

Tuesday afternoon the participants worked in small groups to identify major issues and possible solutions, and to arrive at recommendations for actions that could help improve subject access for the user. Tuesday evening each subgroup reported on its deliberations and recommendations. Chapter 4 describes the process by which the recommendations were developed, and summarizes the reports of the subgroups.

Wednesday morning the recommendations from the subgroups were reviewed and refined, and priorities for action were set. Chapter 5 is a detailed
description of the process by which a final set of 16 recommendations and 6 assumptions were derived from the 40 recommendations and 7 assumptions contributed by the subgroups.

(Since this report is designed to be useful to a variety of readers, much detail about the process and the deliberations is included in chapters 4 and 5. Some readers may want to skip these chapters and focus more on the summary of recommendations in Chapter 6 and other parts of the report relevant to their interests.)

Chapter 6 is a summary of the final set of recommendations and assumptions resulting from the meeting, and is the most important chapter. Chapter 7 reports on developments related to those recommendations that have taken place in the six months since the Subject Access Meeting was held. Appendix D is a report of one of those developments: a meeting of some Subject Access Meeting participants with LC processing staff immediately after the main meeting.

* * * * * *
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

Three background papers were distributed in advance to meeting participants. Two of these had previously been published, and are not reproduced here. Those two items, available from the sponsoring agencies, are:


The third background paper, prepared by C. Lee Jones specifically for this meeting, is reproduced below.
The Council's Bibliographic Service Development Program (BSDP) staff and advisors have identified the need for progress in the area of subject authorities and subject access for several years. However, the specific actions that need to be taken have not been identified, nor has the problem been sufficiently defined. On several occasions the Program Committee of the BSDP invited consultants to talk with them about subject access in an effort to define what is required, but results of these discussions were less than satisfactory.

Not until Carol Mandel with Judith Herschman produced their report Subject Access in the Online Catalog, did the BSDP have a clearly defined set of options for action in the area of subject access and related problems. Shortly after this document was presented, the preliminary results of the pilot study of online public access catalogs were reported at a symposium preceding the ALA mid-winter meeting in Denver, January 1982. These results clearly indicated a concern on the part of users for enhanced and more simple means of accessing online catalogs via subjects or word terms.

Subject access has at least two general aspects, related but separate. Subject authority or subject control requires, or at least implies, a controlled vocabulary approach to the content of a bibliographic record. Some subject systems are based on thesauri which organize subject terms in a hierarchical fashion. Other systems, including the Library of Congress
Subject Headings (LCSH), are aggregations of subject terms not necessarily rigorously related to each other as in hierarchical systems.

A very separate topic is that of subject access—indeed, independent of the structure of the subject vocabulary used to create a record, but intimately involved with the methods available for searching the record. Users often define any search of an online public access catalog that is not specifically by a known title or author as a subject search. Therefore, for purposes of this discussion, any such search should also be referred to as a "subject" search. It is important to remember the context in which users use and view this bibliographic tool. The fact that the search is a word or related word search does not impress most users as anything but a subject search.

System designers must seriously consider abandoning the concept of "subject searches" as searches only of those fields containing authorized subject terms. The more useful approach would seem to be to provide the capacity to search all fields of a record for the terms input at the terminal by the user. This does not suggest that subject headings should no longer be assigned. On the contrary, it underscores the need for as useful a subject approach as can be devised. The core concept here is to combine the advantages of the structured list of subject headings, the controlled thesaurus, with the advantages of word or term searches. Users should not have to distinguish between the two. In fact, it is not clear why there should be a distinction for purposes of the usual subject approach to the online public access catalog. The argument that there should be a search capacity limited to whatever thesaurus structure is used in the record does not preclude a combined subject/term/word search capability for the less sophisticated user.

To date, few online public access catalogs have taken advantage of one of the more obvious subject approaches to online databases that are also organized by a classification structure that is subject based. Many sources, including ALA's committee concerned with subject access, have urged that this
approach be explored, and where feasible, implemented. The present study of online public access catalogs does include catalogs that have this feature.

Finally, there are a number of high quality thesauri used to provide controlled subject access to bibliographic records, including LC's LCSH, NLM's MeSH, and several smaller ones. The Art and Architecture librarians have just completed a survey of the several thesauri available in their special area. It became clear that most of them are based on LC's work or that in order to be widely accepted, any alternative must relate to LC's work in some effective way. How can this be assured? It has been suggested that the Art and Architecture group that is developing a hierarchical thesaurus patterned after NLM's MeSH should work with LC in order to understand whether or not that portion of the LCSH might be amenable to conversion to a hierarchical structure. If such a conversion were possible in this area of LCSH, would a similar strategy be a viable possibility for the entire LCSH? What would such a conversion cost? Not only at LC, but at all those institutions that use LC's records? LC, though it may be willing, must still deal with the flow of material coming through on a daily basis, and would have to continue to do so during any conversion period.

What are the basic questions that need to be addressed in order to enhance subject access both controlled and free? How can the BSDP make an effective contribution to improving the subject access capabilities available to the users of online catalogs? The results of the online public access catalog study appear to be adding weight to the notion that something must be done in order to meet the subject access needs of catalog users.

* * * * * * *
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CHAPTER 3
GETTING STARTED

This chapter reports on the opening session, Monday evening, June 7, which set the stage for the meeting, and the Tuesday morning session at which four papers were presented to provide a common foundation and to stimulate further discussion. The papers are reproduced in sections 3.2-3.5, along with a summary of discussions that took place. It is important to note that these papers were prepared over a short period of time, and were designed for informal presentation.

3.1 SETTING THE STAGE

The Monday evening session included introductions of participants (listed in Appendix B), a review of the Council's Bibliographic Service Development Program efforts in the area of subject access, description of the purpose and mechanics of the meeting (the agenda is given in Appendix A), and discussion of scope and assumptions.

The focus of the meeting was defined as subject access for the lay end user (and not the intermediary trained searcher). Issues to be considered would be limited to those that have some impact on how a user gets access to information about monographs in a bibliographic database. Wherever appropriate, anything bearing on access to both monographic and journal literature would be discussed, but technologies with applications only to the journal literature would be excluded since discussion time would be limited.
Discussion of assumptions underlying the meeting resulted in this listing: (a) discussions would relate only to searches by the end user; (b) the databases involved would consist of MARC records; (c) a controlled vocabulary such as the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) would be used; and (d) LCSH would not be eliminated. Discussions would focus on subject access to the 15 million records now available on the major systems, as well as subject access to records not yet created.

The definitions of "subject access" prepared by the participants were briefly discussed to help set the stage for further discussions. Those definitions are presented in Appendix C.

3.2 DISCUSSION PAPER 1

SUBJECT ACCESS IN LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG RECORDS

by Luci J. Rather and Mary K. Pietris

The bibliographic record was designed 80 years ago to be used in a card catalog. The record includes a wealth of information, and it costs approximately $100 to create one at the Library of Congress (LC).

Subject headings are the traditional subject access points to bibliographic records. At the Library of Congress subject headings have usually been assigned to reflect the topic of a work as a whole, not to provide in-depth analysis. Subject headings are selected from the two-volume Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), now in its ninth edition with three supplements. Subject headings are created daily as needed for new cataloging at the Library of Congress. LC now has systems which provide
keyword search capabilities within subject headings, greatly expanding the number of access points in each bibliographic record.

LC plans to develop a system which will permit input, update, and searching online. In a later stage, this system will permit distribution of a master database tape and regular update tapes. At present, it takes about one year for librarians in the field to get the paper supplements. In about a month a master database through the end of 1980 will be available on tape. However, the distribution of update tapes will not be possible for two to three years.

Each bibliographic record has an average of 1.996 subject headings (2.138 if you exclude class P (literature)), as seen below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AACR 2 BOOKS STATISTICS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Portion of 1982 titles cataloged)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total file: 84,044</td>
<td>Total excluding class P: 69,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of 6XX 167,778</td>
<td>147,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg hdgs per record: 1.996</td>
<td>2.138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a card catalog one can only enter via the first word in a subject heading string. Records normally have only headings from LCSH, but medical books may also have Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), and children's books may have LC Children's Subject Headings.

The Library of Congress call number, consisting of the LC classification number and a book number, is another access point that could be used. The classification enables works on the same subject to be grouped together on
library shelves; the book number arranges works within a subject by main entry. Works classed in Z (bibliography) and works grouped together by series name have an additional class number assigned to reflect the subject.

Medical books may have both LC and NLM class numbers. Approximately 100,000 books cataloged by LC each year also have Dewey Decimal Classification numbers, primarily because Dewey is heavily used outside the U.S. and in smaller U.S. libraries. (The Dewey classification is hierarchical, whereas the LC classification is not; consequently Dewey has special features useful for subject access.) Another approach to subject access using the current bibliographic record is use of the geographic area code, which is assigned to reflect the geographic area covered by the subject of the book.

The Dewey Decimal Classification reflects the notation according to the system devised by Melville Dewey. Many works in English and in Western European languages are assigned Decimal numbers. Alternate numbers are assigned for works classed together under the series.

Unstructured approaches to bibliographic records are possible in a machine environment, where words embedded anywhere in a traditional bibliographic record can be searched:

1. **Title and key words in title.** The access in a card catalog reflects only the first word in the title and the partial title added entry, if any was assigned by the cataloger. With computers and with keyword search capabilities, any significant word in the title represents a subject access point, insofar as those words describe what the work is about and are searchable fields in the system.

2. **Series entries, and key words within series.** A series may also contain significant subject access points accessible by keyword searching.
3. Main and added entries, and key words within. Key words from main and added entries may also provide subject access. Automation has brought a new method of subject access by providing the ability to find words embedded in any part of the traditional bibliographic record if these words are indexed or free text searching is used.

4. Contents, notes and annotations, which are present in only 2-5% of records, can also provide additional subject access points.

The following bibliographic records (Figures 3.1 to 3.6) illustrate that while a record may have one, two, three or more subject headings assigned to it, those subject headings do not represent the only subject access points contained in records. Words underlined in each record are additional terms with subject meaning that are not searchable in the card catalog but can be searched in some online catalogs. The ability to search on those terms would greatly add to the subject access available to existing records.
FIGURE 3.1

CRD 81-104029
CAL Z7164.04S49 (BQ1063)
DDC 016.3052/.5 19
MEP Sigel, Lois.
TIL Multigenerational considerations in planning environments for the elderly: an annotated bibliography / Lois Sigel.
COL 19 p. ; 28 cm.
SET Architecture series--bibliography, 0194-1356 ; A-395
NOG Cover title.
SUT Retirement communities Bibliography.
SBN $3.00 (pbk.)

FIGURE 3.2

CRD 81-81696
CAL D802.Y6D33 1981
DDC 940.53/45 19
MEP Davidson, Basil.
TIL Scenes from the anti-Nazi war / by Basil Davidson.
COL 228 p. ; map ; 21 cm.
NOG Includes index.
SUP Davidson, Basil.
SUC Great Britain. Special Operations Executive Biography.
SUT World War, 1939-1945-Underground movements-Italy-Biography.
SUT World War, 1939-1945-Personal narratives, English.
SUT Guerrillas-Yugoslavia-Biography.
SUT Guerrillas-Italy-Biography.
SBN ISEN 0-85345-587-2
SBN ISBN 0-85345-588-0 (pbk.)
GAC e-uk--- e-yu--- e-it---
Easy cooking—the island way: a cookbook for singles, senior citizens, college students, newlyweds, teenagers, working people, and others who want nutritious, economical and uncomplicated good food / by Ann Kondo Corum.


p. cm.

Includes index.

Cookery, Hawaiian.


n-us-hi
Discussion

During discussion of the examples, the limitations of online systems that only allow searching the main title (not the subtitle) for keywords were mentioned. NLM has had experience providing additional subject access points by using class numbers in machine-readable form, along with brief phrases describing what each class number means. The name of this file is MEDCLASS, and evidence so far is that there is much potential for use of such files in online public access catalogs. The work Nancy Olsen has done at Mankato State using a word processor to input all indexes to the LC Classification System, thus providing links to class numbers, was also mentioned. Such applications can be very useful for increasing subject access to existing records; adding phrases that describe DDC and LCC numbers make such techniques even more useful.

Arthur D. Little, Inc., worked with Forest Press to produce a print tape of the 19th edition of the Dewey Decimal Classification. Forest Press is now exploring ways the machine-readable format could be used in other ways, keeping in mind that the DDC must be self-supporting. The R. R. Bowker Company has correlated LCC and DDC numbers and entered the equivalent subject headings that go with them; Ed O'Neill has also done work in this area.

One problem could be how to help users narrow the search if several additional points of access are provided. Legislative files often have a large amount of text—in many cases, 10 to 15 screens—and frequently a large number of false retrieved items occur when the full text of such files is searched for retrieval purposes. Problems involving such rich records are being solved, however, and the existence of these problems in no way reduces the need for, and value of, enriching poor records.
Searches that provide too many retrieved items can be narrowed in several ways, including use of: date, language, type of publication; "proximity operators"; major versus minor subject headings; Boolean operators; and class codes. Limiting the search is one of the top five problems in many online public access catalogs; one of the top two problems, however, is how to broaden a search that results in too few hits. Thirty-three percent of searches on MELVYL, the University of California, Division of Library Automation's online catalog, result in no hits, while twelve percent of searches result in over 100 hits. That online catalog contains about 750,000 records, and full-text access to the entire bibliographic record is provided.

3.3 DISCUSSION PAPER 2

AFFORDABLE ENHANCEMENTS TO BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS FOR SUBJECT ACCESS

by William Mischo

I. Introduction

The inadequacies of Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) in providing subject access to library materials has been well documented (1,2,3,4). Mischo's paper in Cataloging and Classification Quarterly identifies, by anecdote and case study, the reasons for subject retrieval failure.

Yet, catalog use studies (e.g., Lipetz) and recent surveys of users of online public access catalogs (OPACs) clearly show the importance of subject access and suggest that improved subject access is needed (5). This overview paper will focus on three areas offering the potential for enhanced subject access: 1) the use of online search techniques for accessing information
II. Online public access catalogs

In recent years, the capability of searching A&I (abstracting and indexing) service databases in an online mode has refined the art of information retrieval. Subject access to library materials can be improved, even without LCSH augmentation, by the capability of performing online searches of MARC record data. Improved subject access has been demonstrated by online systems using Boolean search operations and word truncation over title words, subject heading words, series title words, contents fields, and classification code fields. The importance of title word access in subject retrieval, as illustrated in figures 3.7 - 3.9, has been well documented (6,7,8). Figure 3.10 illustrates the value of access to words appearing in the notes field. Subject retrieval in the online catalog can be further enhanced by allowing limitation of search results by year of publication, language of publication, and type of material and qualification of search arguments to specific fields or sets of fields within the record. The online catalog, with its potential for sophisticated user/system dialogs, offers the opportunity for improved subject access through the use of the computer-guided search techniques (such as conducting subject searches in the title and subject heading fields) and suggestive prompts based on search results (such as displaying subject authority headings or classification schedules in response to searches retrieving a high number of postings). Figure 3.11 illustrates the value of searching multiple fields—in this case, the title and subject fields.
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2040</td>
<td>NCS c NCS d m.c. d OCL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3092</td>
<td>347.73064 b W726</td>
<td>3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4049</td>
<td>OCCL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510010</td>
<td>Williams, Robert F., e comp. w cn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>624510</td>
<td>Legality of microfilm : b admissibility in evidence of microfilm records / c edited by Robert F. Williams.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72600</td>
<td>(Chicago) : b Cohasset Associates, c c1980-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8300</td>
<td>1 v. ; c 29 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9500</td>
<td>Loose-leaf for updating.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106500</td>
<td>Microfilms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116500</td>
<td>Evidence, Documentary z United States.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126500</td>
<td>Documents on microfilm x Law and legislation z United States.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIGURE 3.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>Relativity, quanta, and cosmology in the development of the scientific thought of Albert Einstein / director, Mario Pentaleo; editor, Francesco De Finis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>Albert Einstein's theory of general relativity / edited by Gerald E. Tauber.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU</td>
<td>Relativity (Physics) History.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, a recent study by OCLC of operational OPACs indicates that not all OPACs will support the sophisticated information retrieval techniques discussed above (9). For those OPACs that use phrase title. Also, this method assumes the availability of online access with sophisticated retrieval capabilities.

III. Augmentation of LCSH

Online search capability over MARC record fields will improve subject retrieval but will not solve the problems associated with the sparseness of subject headings (an average of 1.7 per title) and lack of indexing exhaustivity. A study by Pauline Atherton Cochrane, carried out under a Council on Library Resources grant, showed that augmentation of LCSH with terms taken from the table of contents and body of the work can effectively improve online subject access to monographic materials (11).

The price paid for this improved access is a doubling in the length of the MARC record and an investment of 12 minutes of additional subject cataloging time per title. Also, this method assumes the availability of online access with sophisticated retrieval capabilities.

Another approach to augmentation of LCSH is to identify distinguished subsets of a library collection for which enhanced subject access is most important.

An Iowa State University project identified techniques for augmenting subject access to reference collection materials (12). Reference materials are approached primarily by patrons with information needs, as opposed to known-item searches, and often contain detailed tabular, statistical, and directory information. The project developed a thesaurus for reference materials and studied the streamlining of data entry in order to minimize the increase in record size. A database covering some 6,000 reference titles was
created, from which a printed and microform index was produced. More recently, Lockheed has announced the availability of Superindex, a database containing the back-of-the-book indexes of some 500 reference works, including the annual review series.

Brett Butler has suggested that this idea can be carried a step further by identifying a subset of the titles published annually to which additional subject access points can be attached (13).

In any augmentation of LCSH, there are a number of possible approaches:

1. Additional LCSH can be assigned to titles or selective titles. In fact, the assignment by LC of more subject headings per title would improve subject access;

2. Uncontrolled terms from the table of contents and work itself can be entered into the MARC record;

3. Descriptors from subject specific thesauri can be assigned. Niehoff has done some work on connecting the heterogeneous descriptors from different thesauri using a vocabulary switching mechanism (14).

4. Subject headings from alternative schemes such as the Hennepin County subject headings list or PRECIS system can be assigned.

IV. Subject authority control

The production by LC of timely and complete machine-readable subject authority files (including non-print headings) would lead to improved subject access. Integration of this information into OPACs would facilitate elimination of obsolete headings and allow the automatic replacement of a user-entered variant heading form with the authoritative form of the subject
heading. Online subject authority control would provide a systematic syndetic structure and increase the entry vocabulary for user searching.

There are other software-driven enhancements to LCSH that could be examined. These include 1) reformatting LCSH into a thesaurus-style arrangement, with BT (broader term), NT (narrower term), and RT (related term) indicators, and 2) linking LCSH with the LC classification schedule terms via the 053 field in subject authority records.
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Discussion

In reaction to Mischo's comment that many online public access catalogs do not allow use of sophisticated search techniques, and consequently an excessive number of postings often result, one participant suggested that the problem is minimal if only a few false drops occur. In situations where it costs $.10 to examine each hit, however, it is important to have appropriate search capabilities to limit the search. Prompts on the public terminal that suggest ways of limiting any search that produces too many hits are important and valuable. Online catalogs that have two levels of use—one more sophisticated, and the other less sophisticated, with more prompts to help the user—are very helpful.

If augmentation of records is done, items with subject heading subdivisions "addresses, essays and lectures" may be the most promising ones to augment first; for many such works the only access now available is by searching the contents notes.
I. Definitions

**Word**: ("keyword"), a sequence of characters bounded at either end by a space or its equivalent (period, comma, question mark). Word searching can be performed on the various fields of a record to retrieve bibliographic citations, full text or nonbibliographic data. Word searching can also be performed on indexes, thesauri and the descriptor fields of records to retrieve the phrases in which they are embedded (as part of a two step search).

**Phrase**: a multi-word expression occurring in running text or in descriptors. The syntax governing the formation of multi-word descriptors can be natural (ordinary language syntax) or artificial, i.e., special to a given index language, e.g., LCSH or PRECIS. It can be a pre- or post-coordinate syntax. Phrase searches are used to retrieve citations, full text or nonbibliographic data. Conceivably they could be used to retrieve larger phrases in which they are embedded.

**Term**: (synonymous with "index term" or "descriptor"; since "term" is ambiguous, meaning "search term" or "index term", the expression "descriptor" will be used here.) A descriptor is a well-formed expression in a controlled vocabulary. Descriptors may include words (uniterms) or phrases (Library of Congress Subject Headings, PRECIS strings, etc.), any expression constructed...
according to the syntax rules of a given index language. Descriptor searching is used to retrieve citations, full text or nonbibliographic data.

II. Issues

The following are some issues to be considered in terms of effectiveness gained per dollar spent. They should be considered not in isolation but with respect to other variables, such as:

1. State-of-the-art and future technology (hardware and software)

2. Subject discipline(s) of the data base

3. Database size

4. Database type: nonbibliographic or bibliographic (citation or full text; book or article length) or a combination thereof.

Issue 1: Are descriptors necessary?

A difficulty with research to-date on the issue of keyword vs. descriptor searching is that the question is addressed so globally that it masks several more specific questions relating to index language design, e.g.:

1.1 Under what conditions does keyword searching improve precision? recall? (This relates to Issue 3.)

1.2 To what extent do the words in bibliographic records (as they are constructed now or as they may be enriched) signify what a book or article is about?
1.3 To what extent does a post-coordinate syntax suffice in phrase searching to achieve desired precision (cf., the use of Boolean and proximity operators with the use of a precoordinate syntax, such as is given in LCSH or PRECIS). (This relates to 2.13.)

1.4 To what extent does a user's search vocabulary match the searchable vocabulary in bibliographic records?

Issue 2: Given that descriptors are necessary, what should they look like, how should they be related and how should they be displayed online?

2.1 What should descriptors look like? This is a question of vocabulary and pre-coordinate syntax, i.e., what constitutes the well-formed expressions of an index language. It can be addressed in the form of several more specific questions:

2.11 How large and in what proportion to each other should the entry and descriptor portions of a controlled vocabulary be? (This relates to 2.21.)

2.12 Is a consistent pre-coordinate syntax needed in an online environment? (e.g., Should an attempt be made to normalize LCSH syntax?)

2.13 Assuming descriptor searching will be used in conjunction with keyword searching: to what extent should the pre-coordinate syntax of an index language govern the combining and fracturing of words?

2.14 Assuming a descriptor vocabulary must include phrases as well as words: to what extent can descriptors be derived automatically? In particular, what advantages, if any would the automatic derivation of phrases have over proximity and string searching techniques?
2.2 How should descriptors be related? This is a question of semantics: what meaning relationships should the descriptors of an index language bear to each other?

2.21 Are synonymy relationships necessary? In free-text searching can the online user be relied upon to be aware of synonymous expressions and to link them with Boolean OR's? In controlled vocabulary searching, how large (rich) an entry vocabulary is needed?

2.22 Are hierarchical relationships necessary, and if so, how rigorously are they to be defined? This question might be considered in light of whether the index language is to be used in conjunction with a classification scheme (i.e., LCSH plus DDC?) or as part of a switching structure.

2.23 Are related-term relationships necessary, and if so, how are they to be defined? Answers here might consider whether related descriptors might be got easily enough by browsing the descriptor fields of retrieved relevant citations.

2.3 How are descriptors to be displayed in an online environment? Several possibilities suggest themselves:

2.31 Not at all; the user can make use of a manual thesaurus, or guess or get ideas about useful descriptors from retrieved bibliographic records.

2.32 In alphabetic sequence, as is done by the NEIGHBOR or EXPAND commands.
2.33 Grouped by keyword. For instance, someone interested in education can ask to see all subject headings in which the word "education" occurs. These might be listed alphabetically or rotated as done in KWIC indexes.

2.34 Conjoined with associative and/or hierarchical information in the context of a classification or arrowgraph.

**Issue 3: Are descriptors enough?**

In particular, are descriptors, combined with keywords sufficient to achieve desired precision and recall levels? Need they be augmented by classificatory devices such as concept codes (or the use of the EXPLODE command) or the feature headings of a classification scheme? Need they be combined with enhancements such as abstracts, codebooks, tables of contents, etc.?

**Issue 4: What is a desirable depth (exhaustivity) of indexing?**

In the context of keyword searching this is the question of how much text, and what kind, should be searchable. In the context of descriptor searching it is the policy question of how many descriptors should be assigned to a document.
Discussion

One participant asked if some of the concern about excessive postings isn't superfluous; in many cases the system is just doing what it is asked to do. For example, a large posting is automatically expected if one asks for items on "education" in the ERIC database; users who get such large postings learn more about how the system operates, even if they are mildly inconvenienced at the time. Systems have to be sophisticated enough that both novices and professionals can use them, and that high precision or high recall can be selected for.

3.5 DISCUSSION PAPER 4

CLASSIFICATION AS AN ONLINE SUBJECT ACCESS TOOL
Challenge and Opportunity

by Pauline Cochrane

Projects as early as 1965-66 demonstrated that searching a classification schedule online could result in a helpful array of related items during the browsing portion of a search and successful results could be obtained from selecting class numbers and using them as search "terms". Projects using the MARC Pilot Project tapes demonstrated that DDC and LCC class numbers, used in conjunction with the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and title keywords, could bring recall up to and over 90%, when no subject access field could do so well alone. Operational online public access catalogs (OPACs) studied by Hildreth in 1981 showed half of them with a "call number" search
capability, sometimes truncated. If all this evidence points toward subject access via classification, why are we asking the question? In my opinion it is because the library world does not seem ready for classification to be used as an online subject access tool. To be ready implies more than a mere list of call numbers from MARC records which can be scanned online. To be ready means re-examining the work of classification and the impact of online access on that process; it means viewing the role of classification efforts from the online searcher's point of view and reviewing what can be done to improve his/her satisfactory searching and results. My analysis of this challenge parallels the work Karen Markey and I did for Central ERIC when they asked us to review the impact of online searching (especially free text searching) on the ERIC database (ED 180432). We had to separate suggestions for improvements into three groups, depending on who the initiator for improvements would be. As in that case, I think we must review the role and efforts of:

1. Classification makers and maintainers (DDC and LCC);

2. OPAC designers (at LC, RLG, WLN, CLSI, and a myriad of libraries, including NLM, OSU, Northwestern, etc.); and

3. OPAC users as represented by library staff (public and technical), and typical "end" users.

To be ready, as I said earlier, means more than listing LC call numbers and DDC class numbers from the MARC records. It means linking class numbers with subject headings (something promised as early as 1927 in the LCSH introduction). Several persons outside LC have tried to do this--to mention only a few: Mannheimer, Williams, and Daily; Nancy Olson; Bowker in their Subject Authorities. Because few online searchers will care to check all the LC schedules to learn what their favorite class numbers mean, or the Dewey
numbers, either, some attempt will have to be made to "translate" these numbers and develop table look-ups for online display, perhaps similar to the LC Classification Outline.

The comparable effort for DDC would be a publication of all DDC summaries. Any effort like this, of course, must be viewed as a publication for the online searcher, or a "table" for the online system to display when needed. If it is not viewed as a user's tool, we will create something only useful for the classifiers and catalogers, the intended audience for all of the above-mentioned attempts to combine subject headings and class numbers.

**Issue 1:** Shelf arrangement problems have served as a brake on revising classification schedules or on demonstrating their utility as a subject access tool. Can we divorce shelf arrangement as a process from classification as a subject access process so that we can create useful, systematic browsing displays online which would provide a helpful order of items, avoiding the problem of the inherent order of alphabets?

Both Michael Gorman (American Libraries, September 1981, p. 498-9) and Nancy J. Williamson (Library Resources & Technical Services, April/June 1982, 122+) have addressed this issue briefly.

The preliminary results of the CLR-sponsored OPAC User Evaluation studies have shown that users need assistance when their search results are either too few or too many. They also request viewing "terms related to their search". System designers are perturbed about response time when terms which are "too common" are used. Can class numbers in MARC record classification schedules in auxiliary online files help in this area? Retrieval system designers will have to be creative in this area, more so than presently evidenced. Perhaps some developmental effort needs to be supported again, as was done in 1965-66 (AIP Project AUDACIOUS, funded by NSF). Beyond using the EXPLODE command via MeSH's tree structures, a quasi-classification, there do not seem to be any
ingenious uses of classification to broaden or narrow searches, or to improve response time by translating common terms entered into a system message to prompt the user to narrow their search, etc.

**Issue 2.** Can a combination of OPAC designers, researchers, and classification owners and maintainers come up with some ingenious uses of class numbers to improve response time online, to guide users to better search strategies, etc.?

**Issue 3.** What useful links can be forged between LCSH and LCC or DDC which will be helpful online in various OPACs?

This is an issue related to both Issue #1 and #2 because most people have missed the value of these links. NLM has not, interestingly enough, in that the schedule they use for CATLINE (Class W) is indexed using MeSH terms, as much as possible. Has that day come for LCC? If it did, what would we do with the result online? The data in the Bowker publication could be of some use for such a study, but taken alone, it can not yet show what the potential is online. Even NLM in writing the specifications for Medlars III has not incorporated any use of their Class W Schedule online, even though it is maintained in machine-readable form.

Subject Authority control can be viewed as a problem for one system of subject headings or a single classification system, or it can be viewed as a problem of users who search in multiple files, each with their own unique vocabularies or classification systems. If viewed as the later, something needs to be done to integrate, if not make compatible, the various systems which might be searched. All through the 1960's attempts at compatibility were made, but we have not yet seen any results in this area which have changed the life of online searchers. Retrieval system vendors like SDC, DIALOG, and BRS have attempted multiple-database vocabulary indexes online, but these are the lowest common denominator, simply a merger of lists of terms from database records, with no attempt to show the syndetic structure of each
vocabulary or to group these terms into broad related groups. The Integrated Energy Vocabulary and the Battelle Switching Vocabulary System are examples of things to come. The application of BSO (Broad System of Ordering; a UNISIST project) is another way to proceed. Which way will lead to the biggest payoff from the least investment?

**Issue 4.** Are there automatic means for achieving online switching between subject vocabulary and classification systems? Does an effort like BSO have to be imposed before multiple files can be searched adequately online with the least user effort? Is a transparent translation from a user's search terms to the system vocabularies in an OPAC feasible and practicable?

All of the above discussion assumes that we would not get bogged down by the idiosyncrasies of our present systems which have tried to accommodate shelf arrangement, format considerations, and interpolation problems. In other words, if we start off assuming classification can serve a useful purpose online, what might these purposes be and how can we get there from existing records, existing schedules, and existing systems?

* * * * * * *

**Discussion**

One participant mentioned that the authority format allows the use of notes that could help the user know where to look for what he is seeking. Participants in some of the focused interviews conducted as part of the online public access catalog evaluation project have talked about the idea of a "knowledge tree," which could help a user broaden or narrow a search.

* * * * * * *
Developing Recommendations

During the Tuesday afternoon session the group was divided into four subgroups to further discuss the morning topics (Chapter 3) and to develop recommendations for action. Subgroups were instructed to select ideas from the entire range covered (and go beyond if necessary), to identify activities that could be done in both the near-term and long-term to help improve subject access for the user, and to present those suggested activities as recommendations. Discussion leaders from the morning session served as discussion leaders of the subgroups, and one person in each subgroup was asked to take notes of the discussion and report the sense and substance of the subgroup's deliberations when the entire group re-convened in the evening. Section 4.1 identifies the membership of the subgroups.

The Tuesday evening session was devoted to subgroup reports. Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 summarize the reports of the subgroups, indicate any discussion that occurred when the reports were given, and list the recommendations made. A total of 40 recommendations were made, and one group (C) proposed 7 basic assumptions underlying their recommendations.

4.1 The Subgroups

Participants were divided into four subgroups in order to stimulate discussion and give all participants an opportunity to contribute. Assignments to groups were made by CLR staff; the intent was to insure a diversity of backgrounds within each subgroup. Library administrators and
policy makers, researchers, and staff from network services, database services, and indexing and abstracting services were mixed together in the subgroups.

The subgroup strategy seemed to work well. Discussion was lively, and progress was made despite the broad nature of the task. Approaches taken by different subgroups varied, but common threads frequently ran through their recommendations. Reactions of the participants to the small group work was basically positive, although it was suggested that the groups might have been a bit more effective if the discussion leaders had received more direction and preparation time.

Discussion leaders are designated (L) in the listing below; reporters are designated (R). For subgroup B two speakers from the morning session shared the discussion leader responsibilities. The subgroups were:

**Subgroup A**
- David Bishop
- Charles Bourne
- Judy Herschman
- Neal Kaske (R)
- Lucia Rather (L)

**Subgroup B**
- Alan Benenfeld (R)
- Brett Butler
- Tina Kass
- Jim McDonald
- Mary K. Pietris (L)
- Elaine Svenonius (L)

**Subgroup C**
- Jeff Griffith
- Carol Mandel
- Dave McCarn
- Bill Mischo (L)
- Martin Runkle
- Velma Veneziano (R)

**Subgroup D**
- Pauline Cochrane (L)
- Tamas Doszkocs
- Doug Ferguson
- Donald Hawkins
- Pat Molholt (R)
- Jennifer Younger
4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS OF SUBGROUP A

Subgroup A (Bishop, Bourne, Herschman, Kaske, and Rather) first divided the issues into three categories: (1) systems issues, which included user issues (such as ease of use), free vs. controlled vocabulary, Boolean operators, search strategies, multiple modes, and transparency; (2) subject heading issues, which included those issues related to controlled vocabulary and classification; and (3) database issues, which included enhancement, cost, storage, and the handling of multiple class numbers. The subgroup devoted most attention to categories 2 and 3, and made eight recommendations:

1. The Council on Library Resources should facilitate communication between and among systems developers, managers, and users, recognizing that there will be independent development. Possible actions would include bringing together people and ideas in various ways, perhaps by (a) collecting and disseminating information about systems; (b) sponsoring annual conferences with published proceedings; (c) publishing works which describe new trends and new systems; and (d) funding product evaluation studies.

2. CLR should continue funding research on online public access catalog systems. Particular emphasis should be on transaction analysis and end user studies.

3. Promote work on database enhancements. Create a mechanism for authorized special interest groups (or indexing and abstracting groups) to augment existing records, perhaps by adding specialized thesaurus terms (e.g., MeSH) to records, or table of contents data, etc. LC would still create the bibliographic record, but source material could be provided by specialized organizations.

(Discussion: One participant questioned whether it is a technical, legal or political problem if one wants to augment the record once it leaves LC. At that point, the only way to add to the record is by creating your own.)
Kaske mentioned OCLC will have a project "Enhance" later this year or next year which will allow people to change the master record on OCLC. Several persons commented they did not want to hold up a record for three years while it gets enhanced; perhaps LC could release the record, and update it later in enhanced form.)

4. Create an online subject authority file immediately, with a mechanism for frequent updates, to be distributed in machine-readable, LC-MARC authorities format.

5. Set up a mechanism for sending suggested synonyms and see references to LC, perhaps using electronic mail. Reference librarians and catalogers are logical contributors.

6. Eliminate obsolete terminology from LCSH.

7. Immediately begin a study of the correlation between see also and see also from references with broader terms (BT) and narrower terms (NT), to see what hierarchical relationships exist. The chief question is this: Could a program be written that would automatically convert see also and see also from references in LCSH to broader terms and narrower terms? In what percentage of cases would such an algorithm work successfully? How much, and what kind of, manual intervention would be needed?

8. Create and distribute a detailed LC Classification Schedule with scope notes in machine-readable form, and update it on a regular basis. This would facilitate a number of things that need to be done.
4.3 RECOMMENDATIONS OF SUBGROUP B

Subgroup B (Benenfeld, Butler, Kass, McDonald, Pietris, and Svenonius) made the following 14 recommendations:

1. In principle, a cooperative subject authority control system at the national (or even international) level is desirable. Studies are necessary to determine how best to develop and operate one.

2. Parallel development of databases from existing printed tools is desirable; tools involved include LCSH, Sears subject headings, specialized thesauri, and LC, Dewey and specialized classification schedules. Such databases could be very useful in online public access catalogs. Subject heading databases would make it possible to do the following: (a) display all authorized elements and provenance of the LCSH in one place, along with elements of class codes; (b) display all LCSH strings (main headings and subdivisions) as used in practice in records; (c) link subject authorities to bibliographic records; (d) specify usage elements, such as scope notes; and (e) display syndetics (see references, with provenance, and see also references).

3. Test the utility of having classification schedules online.

4. Develop mechanisms to help users enter authority systems and work their way through such systems to get to bibliographic records. Such aids should be transparent to the user.

5. LCSH will be the basis for any major effort in subject authority control. Production and timely distribution of LCSH for system support is critical, and such distribution should respond to the needs of institutions outside LC.

6. Explore further whether or not LCSH should be enhanced.
7. Consider developmental work that relates parts of LCSH to specialized thesauri.

8. Explore further the impact on LC (i.e., staff time, resources needed, etc.) of proposed changes that could be made in LCSH for the benefit of online public access catalogs.

9. Create friendly interfaces that promote subject access by providing intellectual linkages from a broad entry vocabulary.

10. Explore ways in which huge databases can be subdivided into more manageable file sizes, and how such fracturing of databases could affect subject access. Can large files best be divided by discipline? Or by institution, based on holdings?

11. Conduct research on the feasibility of, and advantages of, using classification schedules as online subject access tools.

12. Promote research on the evaluation of interfaces to support subject access on different online public access catalog systems.

13. Conduct research on the depth of indexing of monographs. Questions to be addressed include: who could do it; how could it be done; how would it relate to depth of indexing of journal literature; what types of monographs would benefit most from in-depth indexing; and how could depth of indexing relate to results of user studies (e.g., what does the user find relative to what he/she is seeking?).

14. Make LCSH available in machine-readable form as soon as possible for use in online systems. The strings actually used in indexing (i.e., those that appear in bibliographic records and usually consist of a subject heading
modified by a subdivision) should also be available in online systems, and such strings should be linked with the records in the bibliographic file.

4.4 RECOMMENDATIONS OF SUBGROUP C

Subgroup C (Griffith, Mandel, McCarn, Mischo, Runkle, and Veneziano) worked from the following assumptions in arriving at their recommendations:

a. LCSH will be the basis of any controlled vocabulary.

b. It is too early to standardize a model of features and design of the "ideal" online public access catalog system.

c. Without additional funding, local libraries will continue to use LC records as available. The chances of getting voluntary enhancement of records on a large scale is slight.

d. The optimum tool for subject access is an online public access catalog that includes both (a) sophisticated search capacity (both free text and controlled vocabulary searching) and (b) holdings and availability information.

e. It is difficult now for most libraries to change headings retrospectively, but in ten years online public access catalogs will have authority control with global change capacity.

f. Local online public access catalogs may be sub-optimal. They may be adequate and valuable in the local setting, but they can be much more valuable if there is local access to more powerful systems for additional information.

g. In the future, journal articles may or may not be represented in online public access catalogs or in the large bibliographic databases offered
by the utilities. User populations are demanding access to journal literature in existing public access catalogs, but the problems of interfacing such varied databases suggest such developments are not imminent.

Subgroup C made the following nine recommendations:

1. Sponsor a project that will speed the availability of LCSH in machine-readable form with regular and timely updates.

2. Establish a communication mechanism by which information related to the development of online public access catalogs could be exchanged. Perhaps a clearinghouse should be established, or an electronic mail network. Demonstrations of systems could be sponsored at ALA conventions.

3. Establish a cooperative mechanism by which LCSH entry vocabulary can be expanded and improved. Rapid review of proposed entries is crucial. The mechanism could be along the lines of other cooperative ventures, such as the Name Authority Cooperative Project (NACO) or CONSER.

4. Establish a mechanism for integrating LCSH with other specialized thesauri and for facilitating switching between the two. This could involve incorporating specialized thesaurus terms into LCSH, and linking LCSH terms to the more detailed subject structure of the specialized thesaurus.

5. Study the feasibility of editing and converting to machine-readable form both the Dewey and the LC classification schedules. Descriptors should be added to each to increase their usefulness, and online browsing of schedules should be made possible.

6. Continue emphasis on the analysis of transaction logs, and in particular expand on the work being done with logs of real searches to determine the terminology and search strategies used by users.
7. Study the feasibility of editing LCSH toward a more systematic syndetic structure, particularly with respect to see also references.

8. Study the forms of LCSH headings to identify ways of making LCSH more consistent, and assess the impact of such changes on LC and the library community.

9. Review means by which more subject headings could be assigned per book, and better indexing could be provided for parts of books. Possible ways of doing the latter include: (a) prepare a format in which publishers could provide machine-readable tapes of CIP-type information (tables of contents, indexes, etc.) and establish incentives for participation; and (b) identify a subset of books on which augmentation techniques could be tried--conference papers and proceedings may be good candidates for such augmentation.

4.5 RECOMMENDATIONS OF SUBGROUP D

Subgroup D (Cochrane, Doszkocs, Ferguson, Hawkins, Molholt, Younger) made the following nine recommendations:

1. Test the utility of LC and Dewey Classification Schedules in online catalogs. Existing bibliographic records do not contain adequate subject information, but use of class numbers on bibliographic records can help improve subject access using the information already available.

2. Examine the effects on subject access of integrating and/or associating two or more thesauri or subject heading lists. The concept involves mapping vocabularies of specialized thesauri to LCSH. When enhanced indexing is needed, one could easily move from LCSH into the specialized thesaurus terms.
3. Promote in-depth indexing of major reference works, perhaps using the LC reference collection, and perform cost-benefit analysis of the results and analyze applications to other segments of collections. If one looks at literature as a whole, reference collections contain much identifiable, unique material. A pilot project at LC could help identify the cost of such added indexing and the benefits of it. The question of benefits vs. cost could then be answered based on actual data.

4. Produce and field test the use of micro-processors for diagnosing search behavior and for aiding in training searchers. Each of these activities is time-consuming, and is (or will be) necessary at a large number of institutions. Standardized programs could be developed for use in any library to record and analyze transaction logs and to train users in how to use the system, how to do Boolean searches, etc.

5. Study cost effective ways to add subject access points to bibliographic records. Possible areas to be investigated include OCR input of tables of contents, use of book publishers' tapes, etc. Such methods could reduce the inadequacies of subject indexing without requiring additional intellectual effort by the subject cataloger/indexer.

6. Improve LCSH and LC classification by using expert working groups. LC is unable to do any additional work in this area, but special interest groups (e.g., a core group of art libraries) could share the responsibility and help accomplish more that needs to be done. Such groups could help:
(a) rationalize the structure and content of relevant parts of LCSH and the LC classification schedules; (b) expand the vocabulary and lead-in terminology of each; and,(c) convert each to machine-readable form for standardized distribution to users of online catalogs and for staff use.

7. Improve MARC records by: (a) adding information to the fields that already exist; (b) adding fields that need to be added; and (c) processing existing fields using computers.
8. Use transaction log analysis as a technique for improving the currency of descriptors and the lead-in vocabulary of LCSH.

9. Analyze and report on variations in three aspects of online public catalogs: (a) commands being used; (b) field or index names; and (c) field or index contents. Currently there is much variation between systems; e.g., what constitutes an "author" field in one system may be significantly different from what constitutes an "author" field in another system. Such inconsistencies will create problems later if systems are linked.

* * * * * * *

The next chapter reports how the recommendations of the subgroups were reviewed and evaluated in arriving at a final set of recommendations and priorities.

* * * * * * *
CHAPTER 5

REFINING RECOMMENDATIONS AND SETTING PRIORITIES

This chapter describes in detail the course of discussions and the conclusions reached during the Wednesday morning session of the Subject Access Meeting. The purpose of that session was to review the recommendations of the four subgroups (as reported during the Tuesday evening session; Chapter 4), refine them to represent the consensus of the group, and establish priorities for action.

The group worked from a synthesis of the Tuesday evening assumptions and recommendations prepared by Jones and Russell. Duplicate recommendations were eliminated, similar ones merged, and related ones clustered into four categories: subject heading issues, classification issues, database issues, and general issues. Six working assumptions and 23 recommendations were on that list. Some editorial liberties were taken in preparing the synthesis, with the expectation that oversights or slights would be cleared up during the Wednesday morning discussions.

The task of the group was organized in two phases. The first two-thirds of the morning were devoted to a lively discussion of the working recommendations in the synthesis. The object was to modify the recommendations as necessary and assess the importance of each. During this phase most recommendations were modified, some merged, and others added; 16 remained when the meeting ended. The assumptions did not change.

During the rest of the morning, the group worked to (a) separate the remaining recommendations into short-term and long-term categories and
(b) assign priorities within each group. Short-term projects were defined as those that could be started and substantially completed within three years; seven were assigned to this category. Long-term projects were those that could be started anytime, but probably could not be completed within three years; three recommendations were assigned to this category. The remaining six recommendations were considered important by the group but were not assigned to either category.

In this chapter the working assumptions and recommendations from the Jones-Russell synthesis are given, followed by notes of the discussion related to each (including revisions made), and the final priorities established.

Because of the details reported in this chapter, the casual reader may wish to skip to the summary of the recommendations presented in chapter 6.

5.1 ASSUMPTIONS

The following six assumptions from the synthesis were accepted by the group.

1. The Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) will be the basis for the controlled vocabulary in online public access catalogs.

2. It is too early to look for, or seek, standardization of features (including subject access strategies) among the many online public access catalogs available.

3. Local libraries are likely to use LC-MARC "as is" and will be unwilling to routinely enhance records.
4. The optimum subject search tool is the online public access catalog equipped with sophisticated search capabilities including natural language and controlled vocabulary searches.

5. Within ten years all online public access catalogs will be equipped with a global change capability that permits, for instance, a change of a single term in a controlling vocabulary to be reflected in every record using that term.

6. Less comprehensive online public access catalogs must have the capacity, when necessary, to search more comprehensive ones, through an appropriately designed procedure.

5.2 SUBJECT HEADING ISSUES

Working Recommendation 1. Distribute LCSH in machine-readable form in the LC-MARC authority format; provide for regular updates.

At the time of the meeting, the most up-to-date version of the LCSH file available in machine-readable form at LC was December 1978; a new edition updated through 1980 was in preparation. In order to act on this recommendation, changes for 1981 and 1982 would have to be added to the newest edition. A more serious limitation of the present file is its format, which is cumbersome but adequate for printing, but would require extensive revisions before it would be useful for online catalog purposes. Some members of the group said that no machine-readable file should be distributed until the file is almost "perfect" (i.e., both cleaned up and reformatted), but others said that it is so important to distribute a machine-readable file quickly that some imperfections in the initial product can be tolerated.
Participants assigned this recommendation a number 1 priority on the short-term project list. (Recommendation 21 also became a number 1 priority on that list; they were judged to be of equal importance.)

Working Recommendation 2. Establish a mechanism for reference librarians and catalogers to submit synonyms (see references) to LC for inclusion in LCSH.

This recommendation was merged with recommendations 7 and 16 to read as follows: "Develop a cooperative mechanism for a set of libraries to contribute subject headings to LC, and a rapid review process that enables LC to handle those contributions. Establish a mechanism for reference librarians and catalogers to submit synonyms (see references) for possible inclusion in LCSH. Use transaction log data to improve LCSH entry vocabulary."

The revised recommendation was assigned the number 2 priority on the short-term project list.

Working Recommendation 3. Eliminate obsolete terminology from LCSH.

Rather said that it is expensive and time consuming to change or delete obsolete terminology, but LC does make such changes frequently. Pietris added that LC currently has a backlog of approximately 1,000 obsolete terminology suggestions that need to be evaluated for possible action. Suggestions of obsolete terminology could be solicited from practicing librarians, but before doing so the possible impact of such an effort on LC should be weighed against the benefits. Also, there needs to be a place in the authorities format to accommodate obsolete headings. No priority was set for this recommendation.
Working Recommendation 4. Examine see also references to determine the present degree of hierarchical relationships within LCSH. Investigate the possibility that a computer program could recognize such relationships and convert LCSH to a hierarchical thesaurus.

This recommendation was merged with recommendations 6 and 8 to read: "Determine if LCSH can/should be converted to an hierarchical thesaurus structure. Examine see also references to determine the present degree of hierarchical relationships. If appropriate, alter LCSH to a more systematic structure, with an enhanced syndetic structure."

At least one participant predicted this could be facilitated in the near future by modifying existing software that handles records similar to those in LCSH. Another suggested this should be a number 1 priority, but others said it is more important to make the file available in machine-readable form first, then work on improving it.

The revised recommendation was assigned a number 4 priority on the short-term project list.

Working Recommendation 5. Preserve the provenance of the machine-readable LCSH over time.

The purpose of this recommendation is to guarantee that a history of changes that have been made in the file is maintained and made available to all users. Information about when a heading was first used, and changes that have occurred (such as mergers and separations) should be part of this history. Presently there is no mechanism in place at LC for preserving provenance; one needs to be developed. No priority was set for this recommendation.
Working Recommendation 6. Determine if LCSH should be, or can be, converted to an hierarchical thesaurus structure.

This recommendation was merged with recommendations 4 and 8. See 4 above.

Working Recommendation 7. Develop a cooperative mechanism for a set of libraries to contribute subject headings to LC, and a rapid review process for handling those contributions.

This recommendation was merged with recommendations 2 and 16. See 2 above.

Working Recommendation 8. Enhance the syndetic structure of LCSH to make the structure of the file more systematic.

This recommendation was merged with recommendations 4 and 6. See 4 above.

Working Recommendation 9. Assess the impact that imposing consistency on LCSH would have on LC and other institutions.

Limited discussion; no priority set.
5.3 CLASSIFICATION ISSUES

Working Recommendation 10. Distribute the LC and Dewey Decimal classification schedules (with scope notes) in machine-readable form, with regular updates.

There was strong support for having the LC and Dewey classification schedules available in machine-readable form for use in online public access catalogs to provide more powerful subject access. Several questions arose, however: How useful would it really be? How would it be used? What expense is involved, both for development and use? How much of each schedule should be available (e.g., abridged vs. full versions)? How useful would it be to provide links between the LC and Dewey schedules?

Several participants commented that Dewey offers more opportunity in the near future, since it is already in machine-readable form at Forest Press, the publisher of the Dewey classification schedules. Much could be learned from working with that file. Further work with the LC schedules could begin with the creation of a pilot machine-readable file of the HM-HX schedules, a recently issued part of the system which reflects the degree of complexity in the schedules as a whole. Transaction log analyses of results of early use of classification schedules in online catalogs could help answer a number of questions.

Since the LC and Dewey classification schedules are separate entities, this recommendation was split into two recommendations, 10A (Dewey) and 10B (LC), with the same wording as above, to be considered individually. Recommendation 10A was assigned the number 5 priority on the short-term list, and recommendation 10B was assigned the number 2 priority on the long-term list.
Working Recommendation 11. Test the utility of machine-readable files of the LC and Dewey classification schedules in online public access catalogs.

Because this recommendation is so closely related to recommendation 10, it was considered along with it; 11 was deleted as a separate recommendation.

5.4 DATABASE ISSUES

Working Recommendation 12. CLR should continue support of transaction log analyses and user studies.

Several participants remarked that transaction log analyses are very useful in helping to understand how different types of users use online public access catalogs and other online files. Information from such studies is valuable in improving systems, and should be widely disseminated. This phrase was added at the end of the recommendation: "including searching of online reference files."

The modified recommendation was assigned a number 3 priority on the short-term list of recommendations.

Working Recommendation 13. Create mechanisms that enable users to work through the authority structure to reach bibliographic records.

This recommendation was merged into recommendation 20 (see below).

Working Recommendation 14. Develop a means by which LCSH can be integrated with other thesauri, and ways of switching between them.
The switching mechanism mentioned here is essential to getting optimal use from any system. The phrase "and classification schedules," was added after the word "thesauri."

Participants showed a fair amount of interest in this recommendation, but no priority was set.

**Working Recommendation 15.** Produce microcomputer-based diagnostic and training programs for assisting users of online public access catalogs.

Recommendation 15 was reworded as follows: "Explore and evaluate means of training users of online public access catalogs."

The suggestion was made that it is just as important to encourage sharing of information between trainers (perhaps by holding one or a series of meetings) as it is to encourage such sharing between systems designers. This topic was recommended as one of the first that should be addressed in the "fostering communication" efforts of recommendation 21.

The modified recommendation was assigned the number 6 priority on the short-term list.

**Working Recommendation 16.** Use transaction log data to improve the entry vocabulary of LCSH.

This recommendation was merged with recommendations 2 and 7. See 2 above.

**Working Recommendation 17.** Enhance records with additional terms by using such means as special thesaurus terms and table of contents data (which
might be available from publishers along with other data in machine-readable form). Identify categories of materials to receive this treatment. Involve approved special interest groups in making such enhancements.

Wording of this recommendation was changed to: "Augment subject access in bibliographic records by using..." Recommendation 19 was merged with 17 to read:

"Assess the cost/benefit of in-depth indexing and other means of augmenting subject access in bibliographic records. Explore the possible use of approved special interest groups to help. Areas to investigate include the use of special thesaurus terms and the use of machine-readable tables of contents and other similar data from publishers. If in-depth indexing is feasible, determine the class(es) of materials which would benefit most from such indexing."

Users are demanding richer bibliographic records, and this recommendation represents a new approach that could help increase the effectiveness of current systems. The Library of Congress, other institutions, and various special interest groups all could contribute to such efforts.

The revised recommendation was assigned the number 1 priority on the long-term list.

Working Recommendation 18. Analyze command and record structure and access point indexes of online public access catalogs.

This analysis involves both (a) what the commands and functions are and (b) what is in the record that is being manipulated.

No priority was set for this recommendation.

The phrase "of major reference works" was deleted from the statement, with the understanding that major reference works are among the set of materials that could benefit most from in-depth indexing, if such indexing proves to be cost-beneficial. This recommendation was merged with recommendation 17 (see above).

Working Recommendation 20. Design methods for moving the search from the user's language to the search language and, ultimately, to bibliographic records.

Recommendation 13 was merged into this recommendation. One point of discussion was whether the user needs to be aware of the transition. Some participants felt that the transition should be entirely transparent, done without the user knowing it. Others felt the user should be notified that the transition is taking place, and why--this would help the user understand how the system works. The search should be completed without delay, and without the need for added keying or effort by the user, however.

This recommendation was assigned the number 3 priority on the long-term list of projects.
5.5 GENERAL ISSUES

**Working Recommendation 21.** CLR should accept a role in fostering communication among system developers, library managers, and others, perhaps by sponsoring special conferences (to be followed by printed summaries) and product evaluations. One topic that might be considered is the factors to be considered in selecting systems.

Some participants suggested that this recommendation, as written, does not fully reflect the magnitude and proactive nature of the role that should be assumed by CLR. For that reason, it was rewritten and combined with the related recommendation 23, as follows:

"CLR should take a leadership role in facilitating communication among system developers, library managers, and others, and should develop effective communication mechanisms to support developments in online public access catalogs and related areas. Ways of doing this might include: sponsoring special conferences and publishing summaries, producing or sponsoring product evaluations, and evaluating factors important in system selection decisions."

Two topics that could benefit from early attention under this recommendation are the training of users of online public access catalogs and the design of methods for moving users from their language to the search language and to bibliographic records.

The revised recommendation was assigned a number 1 priority on the short-term list; recommendation 1 was also a number 1 priority on that list.

**Working Recommendation 22.** Investigate whether an online public access catalog should only show the holdings of one library, or of a set of libraries. Could the full MARC set, and other records, be included?
The group agreed that this is an important question, and one which might be addressed as part of a larger study. No priority was set.

**Working Recommendation 23.** Develop effective communication mechanisms to facilitate developments in online public access catalogs and in related areas.

This recommendation was merged with recommendation 21, above.

The Subject Access Meeting ended at this point.

* * * * * * *

The next chapter summarizes these recommendations in priority order, with revisions in wording and emphasis recommended by participants after the meeting.

* * * * * * *
CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter contains all the assumptions and recommendations resulting from the Subject Access Meeting. Participants in the meeting have reviewed the text of this summary at least twice, and some changes to wording as well as additions of material have been made as a result of their having had time to reflect on the meeting.

Recommendations are divided into three sets. Two sets are equivalent in importance, the distinction being that one set is labeled Short-Term and the other set Long-Term Projects/Issues. The distinction between short-term and long-term is arbitrary but agreed upon by all participants. Short-term projects are those that can be started and substantially completed within three years. Long-term projects are those that may be started in the near term but hold little prospect for substantial progress within three years and will require effort well beyond the three year period.

The recommendations in the third set are those of lower priority, but which may nonetheless lead to useful projects for enhancing subject access for the users of online public access catalogs and other bibliographic reference systems. It should be understood that the subject access strategies discussed in this document are meant to incorporate not only the online catalogs now being introduced in libraries, but also are intended to cover other databases of bibliographic citations regardless of their source or location.
6.1 ASSUMPTIONS

All recommended projects and noted issues that were identified during the Dublin meetings assume several things. Among those assumptions are the following:

1. The Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) will be the basis for the controlled vocabulary in online public access catalogs.

2. It is too early to look for, or seek, standardization of features (including subject access strategies) among the many online public access catalogs available.

3. Local libraries are likely to use LC-MARC "as is" and will be unwilling to enhance records routinely.

4. The optimum subject search tool is the online public access catalog equipped with sophisticated search capabilities including natural language and controlled vocabulary searches.

5. Within ten years all online public access catalogs will be equipped with a global change capability that permits, for instance, a change of a single term in a controlling vocabulary to be reflected in every record using that term.

6. Less comprehensive online public access catalogs must have the capacity, when necessary, to search more comprehensive ones, through an appropriately designed procedure.
6.2 SHORT-TERM PROJECTS/ISSUES

1A. The Council on Library Resources should accept a leadership role in developing an effective means of communication among several sets of people involved in issues related to online public access catalogs generally, and subject access strategies specifically. The sets of people that might be brought together for a variety of reasons include systems designers, those responsible for training users of online public access catalogs, those responsible for the selection of online public access catalog systems, those interested in development of innovative subject access strategies, etc. The techniques that might be used to accomplish these goals include topic oriented conferences with printed summaries and prepared papers to key the discussions, support of efforts to evaluate various online public access catalog systems and products, identification of appropriate factors in the selection of systems, cost considerations, both developmental and operating, etc.

1B. Create and distribute in machine-readable form the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) in the LC-MARC authority format providing for current and regular updates. The new edition of the LCSH in machine-readable form has just recently been released (since the meeting was held) and covers headings added through 1980 only. If other organizations were to help LC implement a subject authority file service with current and periodic updates, it would be necessary to rekey all of the 1981 and 1982 additions and changes to the file. Once that is done a subscription service could begin.

Items 1A and 1B were considered to be the absolutely top priority actions to be taken. In order to achieve maximum effect, they should both be started simultaneously. Online catalogs are just now developing as important library tools. The fact that there is much development going on now underscores the time-sensitive nature of these two recommendations.

2. Develop and establish a mechanism for a set of libraries to contribute new subject headings to the Library of Congress. For a larger set
of libraries, establish a similar mechanism for reference librarians and catalogers to suggest see references for inclusion in LCSH. In both cases, there should be a rapid review and reporting mechanism for all suggestions. In the case of cross references, transaction logs from online public access catalogs should be used as a source of suggestions.

3. Funding agencies should continue to support transaction log analysis and subsequent studies of the way different categories of users use online public access catalogs and reference databases, including those provided by the commercial sector. Because of the fundamental nature of the results of such studies, efforts must be made to see that this information flows steadily to those developing new online access systems.

4. Edit the LCSH see also structure so that true hierarchical relationships are made explicit and both broader terms and narrower terms can be distinguished and retrieved. Evaluate the LC subject headings themselves to determine if they can be rearranged and displayed hierarchically and whether such a change would be useful to users of online catalogs and catalogers. If such a display is not feasible, major improvements can and should be made in the syndetic structure of LCSH.

5. Encourage Forest Press to authorize the design of a machine-readable format for the Dewey Decimal Classification Schedules, including schedule, text and indexes, and to distribute, with periodic updates, for search and display only, the resulting database. One aspect of the project to create the format is the need to define what portion of the system should be converted to machine-readable form for public access purposes—the abridged edition or the full version—and, generally, how the database might be used for public access purposes.
6. Explore, evaluate and promote a variety of ways to train people with different backgrounds and experience to use online public access catalogs and other online bibliographic reference systems. Attention will have to be paid to the fact that increasingly such access will be available outside the library environment, a circumstance which calls for different training and updating strategies.

6.3 LONG-TERM PROJECTS/ISSUES

1. Identify and evaluate ways to augment and enhance subject access in newly created bibliographic records. These strategies might include additional effort on the part of the Library of Congress as well as efforts contributed by other institutions and special interest groups. The techniques that should be explored include but are not limited to the following:

   a. Provide additional LCSH headings in bibliographic records (they may be considered secondary headings and not generate printed cards).

   b. Add terms from special thesauri and see that these enhanced records are made available through LC, though the terms would most likely be added by other institutions or special interest groups.

   c. Add table-of-contents data to the content note field, or as unformatted material appended to the record. Explore how this data, along with other possible data like index information, might come in machine-readable form from cooperating publishers.

   d. Identify special groups of material to receive special in-depth indexing, for example, reference material or conference proceedings.

Any alternative record enhancement strategy should be pursued only after assessing the cost/benefit to be expected from such enhancements.
2. Establish the utility of the **Library of Congress Classification Schedules** (with scope notes)--or edited portions thereof--in machine-readable form for users of online public access catalogs and catalogers. If they prove useful, design a format for update, search and display and organize regular, periodic updates. It is expected that incorporating some portion of the schedules with notes and indexes will provide a more powerful subject access infrastructure for online public access catalogs.

3. Design a basic and transferable strategy for moving from a user's language through the system's language for the retrieval of bibliographic records. A fundamental design criterion is that users need not be aware of the translation, some arguing for an indication of the nature of that translation so the user becomes more aware of the power of the system being used.

### 6.4 OTHER PROJECTS/ISSUES

There were several other projects recommended by the participants during the Subject Access Meeting, but these projects failed to achieve a high priority rating in the consensus process. The group did, however, find them sufficiently commanding that they survived a group discussion as viable and useful projects. One should take note of these in the context of what needs to be done to enhance and improve subject access for the user of online public access catalogs.

The following six projects are not presented in any special order.

1. Develop a way to preserve the provenance, over time, of each entry in the machine-readable LCSH. This means that a history of all headings changed or deleted from the file would be preserved and noted in the file itself.
2. Eliminate obsolete terminology and heading style from LCSH. It is possible that this specific objective would become part of any one of several other projects included under short- and long-term projects/issues. This work might be accomplished by agencies outside of LC but approved by LC.

3. Assess the impact, in terms of cost and service enhancement, of imposing consistency of form and language on LCSH.

4. Develop the basic strategy for integrating LCSH with other thesauri and with classification schedules, and develop ways to switch among them all.

5. Prepare an analysis of the command and record structures and the indexes maintained in a wide variety of online public access catalogs.

6. Attempt to evaluate whether or not online public access catalogs need to be restricted to the holdings of one or a set of libraries. Could/should they contain the full MARC record set as well as other records, such as one or more article citation or reference databases? What would be the local impact of providing access to records for which holdings information was not available?

* * * * * * *

The following chapter outlines developments related to subject access that have taken place since the Subject Access Meeting was held.

* * * * * * *
This chapter reports some of the subject access developments that have taken place since the Subject Access Meeting was held.

7.1 THE WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON MEETING

Immediately after the Subject Access Meeting, eight participants met with LC processing staff and CLR staff to discuss the possible implications for LC of the discussions that had just taken place, and how progress could be made on some of the recommendations that would involve LC. Among the topics discussed were: distribution of an updated machine-readable LCSH, contributions to LCSH by other libraries, LCSH hierarchy, and bibliographic augmentation. Appendix D is a summary of that session.

7.2 FOSTERING COMMUNICATION

One of the number 1 short-term recommendations encourages CLR to facilitate communication among system developers, library managers, and others involved in issues related to online public access catalogs in general, and subject access in particular. CLR has scheduled two related meetings in the near future:

(1) In December, 12 designers of online catalog systems will meet with 12 research library administrators and appropriate resource persons to discuss
issues related to the features and costs of online catalogs. Participants will represent national and research libraries, vendors of online catalog systems, and other organizations. A report of the meeting will be published.

(2) In January, public services librarians, systems people, and vendors will meet to review strategies for teaching online catalog users to use systems effectively. This meeting specifically evolved from short-term recommendation 6: "Explore, evaluate and promote a variety of ways to train people with different backgrounds and experience to use online public access catalogs and other online bibliographic reference systems." A report of the meeting will be published.

7.3 LCSH IN MACHINE-READABLE FORM

Short-term recommendation 1B calls for the creation and distribution of LCSH in machine-readable form, with regular updates. This recommendation was discussed at some length at the meeting, at the Wednesday afternoon session that followed, and in several conversations since. One suggestion that has been pursued is the possibility of an outside agency creating and maintaining an up-to-date machine-readable file, and preparing updates, until LC could take over the project. It is now evident that LC will not be able to cooperate with an outside agency in putting weekly updates to LCSH in machine-readable form because of the complications of reconciling files later. LC will, however, be able to make an annual cumulation available, but more frequent issuance of the cumulation will not be possible in the near future.

7.4 CONTRIBUTIONS TO LCSH BY OTHER LIBRARIES

Short-term recommendation 2 involves development of a mechanism whereby a set of libraries could contribute suggestions of new subject headings and see references to LC for possible incorporation into LCSH. At the time of the
June meeting, Pauline Cochrane was working at LC on a project funded by CLR to establish a routine procedure by which new lead-in vocabulary (i.e., see references) for LCSH could be recommended to LC. The procedure would facilitate the receipt of cross reference suggestions so they could easily be channeled into the weekly review process at LC.

That procedure is now in place at LC, and four selected libraries (University of California at Berkeley, Duke University, Harvard University, and the National Library of Canada) are sending suggestions to the Subject Catalog Division of LC. The suggestions are reviewed routinely, and are either passed on to the Weekly Editorial Review Committee or are rejected and returned to the originating library with an explanation. By October the first of the accepted suggestions had appeared in the Weekly List, and over 100 suggestions were under consideration. LC staff are reviewing the results of this project.

7.5 LCSH HIERARCHY

Short-term recommendation 4 involves evaluation of the LC subject headings to determine if they can be arranged and displayed hierarchically, and how useful such a change would be to users. Tony Peterson of the Art and Architecture Thesaurus project (AAT) reports on the AAT experience with LCSH, and has a paper in press on the topic. The following statement was prepared by her and Pat Molholt to summarize their experience:

"The Art and Architecture Thesaurus project developed out of a need for a comprehensive controlled vocabulary for these fields. The original funding which identified this need was provided by the CLR. Since then the NEH, the A.W. Mellon and the J.P. Getty Trust have given the funds to produce the first section, on architecture. Recently funding has been announced from the Getty Trust which will secure the completion of the project over the next 2 1/2 years."
"Because the AAT is based on existing subject lists, including LCSH, and because the use of terms from these lists is tracked through the hierarchical structure of the AAT, a unique opportunity is presented to study how LCSH might improve its current structure and terminology.

"Of the 8000 to 9000 terms which will probably make up AAT/architecture, about 70% will have been lacking in LCSH and added from other sources. Two-thirds of the LCSH terms will remain unchanged, while about one-third will be modified for consistency's sake and in order to meet ANSI thesaurus standards. The modifications include inverting the headings to natural language order, using LC see references as main terms, adding parenthetical modifiers, removing conjunctions and otherwise splitting up multiple word terms, and making nouns plural.

"In addition, the LCSH syndetic structure was seen to be so inconsistent as to preclude its automatic conversion to a system of broader, narrower, or related terms. The AAT project team lists the following conclusions concerning the restructuring of LCSH:

1. LCSH can be structured hierarchically if experts within subject areas can be assigned the task of doing so for their fields.

2. When structured hierarchically and by subject areas, the vocabulary can be considerably enriched by the addition of new subject terms and access points, i.e., see references.

3. It is not possible to assign broader and narrower terms automatically to LCSH using current see also and see from terminology. There is so little logic existing in the current structure that it should probably be closed and the cross reference structure allowed to develop conceptually through arranging the main terms hierarchically.
4. LCSH subheadings function inadequately as an indexing system and are often assigned superfluously. Any system of subdivisions must have clearly set out prescriptions for use, along the lines of the MeSH form and topical subdivision rules.

7.6 ENHANCING SUBJECT ACCESS

Long-term recommendation 1 calls for the identification and evaluation of ways to augment and enhance subject access in bibliographic records. CLR staff have been discussing with at least one potential grantee possible ways to evaluate cost effective ways of enhancing bibliographic records for the provision of subject access.

7.7 REACTIONS TO RECOMMENDATIONS

The summary of recommendations from the Subject Access Meeting, as presented in chapter 6, has been distributed to interested persons who requested it. Each requester was invited to comment on the summary. The following suggestions have been made by some of those reviewers:

1. It is important to stress "...the desirability of making the MARC 520 field (Summary) searchable in networks and other systems and that cataloguers at LC and elsewhere be encouraged to provide summaries and abstracts more often than is now done."

2. Short-term recommendation 3 (support transaction log analyses as one means of studying how users use systems) should be broadened to "...make explicit the need for a variety of studies of catalog use, including the transaction log approach but also other approaches."
3. The wording of the first sentence of long-term recommendation 1 (evaluate ways to enhance subject access in bibliographic records) "...implies a commitment to the status quo in bibliographic records, because it speaks only of the possibility of augmenting/enhancing them. There are, in fact, the additional possibilities of reducing them (unlikely, but possible) and of altering their nature. These possibilities ought to be recognized. They should, of course, be under the same cost/benefit qualifications as the augmentation approach."

4. "...I would suggest that explicit attention be given in these recommendations to the need for achieving better and quantitative understanding of the benefits of catalog service."
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AGENDA OF THE SUBJECT ACCESS MEETING
Dublin, Ohio, June 7 - 9, 1982

Monday, June 7, 1982

5:30-6:00 p.m. Cocktails
6:00-6:45 Dinner
7:00-8:30 Program Session I

Welcome to OCLC and Dublin

Introduction of Participants

Introduction to the Bibliographic Service Development Program (BSDP)

Review of past BSDP efforts to begin work in this area

Review of present BSDP activities in this area

Statement of the problem; identification of issues to be discussed:

--Controlled Access

  hierarchical thesauri
  other thesauri
  classification

--Uncontrolled Access

  free text
  word term

Outline of the plan of action for the rest of the meeting

...continued...
Tuesday, June 8, 1982

8:15-9:00 a.m. Breakfast at OCLC

9:00-noon Program Session II

Presentations and Discussions:

Subject Access in Library of Congress Catalog Records. Lucia Rather and Mary K. Pietris.

Affordable Enhancements to Bibliographic Records for Subject Access. Bill Mischo.

Word, Phrase and Term (Descriptor) Searching. Elaine Svenonius.

Classification as an Online Subject Access Tool. Pauline Cochrane.

Noon-1:00 p.m. Lunch

1:00-4:30 Program Session III

Work in groups to identify options for action

5:30-6:00 Cocktails at the hotel

6:00-6:45 Dinner

7:00-8:30 Program Session IV

Reports by group reporters and discussion.

...continued...
Wednesday, June 9, 1982

8:15-9:00 a.m. Breakfast at OCLC

9:00-noon Program Session V

Summary and Recommendations

--Identify steps to take
--Identify participants
--Define time scale
--Evaluate prospects for real improvement
--Set priorities for action
--Review costs/benefits of each action

Noon Major program concludes; lunch available at OCLC

* * * * * * *

1:00-4:30 p.m. Wednesday Afternoon Meeting: Special session with selected participants to discuss subject access and the Library of Congress: how LC can move ahead; how other organizations can help LC in this area; etc.
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APPENDIX C
DEFINITIONS OF "SUBJECT ACCESS"

Each participant was asked to bring to the Subject Access Meeting his or her definition of "subject access." The following definitions were distributed at the meeting and briefly discussed:

Subject access is the ability to discover what a book is about by searching relevant information systematically supplied.

Anonymous

Subject access includes the languages, aids, protocols, and mechanisms for analyzing items on the basis of their titles and contents, analyzing expressions of user need for items having a particular content, and relating the two analyses through a search and display process using a storage and retrieval system. Items may be bibliographic or non-bibliographic; items may be represented in a system by surrogate records or could be stored directly as text or data. The languages may use natural or controlled vocabulary, and aids in their application may display syndetic, hierarchical, or other relationships among terms. There may be rules for assembling and permuting multi-word strings, and for reducing terms to word-stems, word-keys, or codes. Text analysis, user expression analysis, and the search process may contain mechanisms for the parsing of text and search expressions and the manipulation of elements through logic, positional occurrence, or statistical associative techniques. The search process should include or be directly linked to similar mechanisms operating on words contained in titles and abstracts of items. The search process may be iterative and with displays of language aids and intermediate results, including records and text, for search refinement. Although subject access primarily concerns expressions of a topical, geographical, or chronological nature, these may be implied by author or corporate body names, in which case name access becomes a surrogate form of subject access.

Alan R. Benenfeld

Subject access is used to identify one or more bibliographic items and is based on the content of the work or works. Data used for subject access may be a single element or a number of elements used in combination.
Types of data elements used for subject access include:

1. Text taken from the work itself; such as title, index, table of contents, and all or a portion of the main text.

2. Text about the work not taken from the work itself; such as abstracts and free form descriptors.

3. Controlled vocabulary descriptors; such as LCSH and other subject heading systems.

4. Classification strings which describe the subject of a work and place it with like works and in relation to other works.

The number of items retrieved through subject access may be further reduced using factors such as date, language, physical format and content characteristics such as the presence of illustrations and bibliographies.

David F. Bishop

Subject access is the set of processes and techniques used in representation of a work so that its content may become known to one desiring the information therein without prior knowledge of the existence of the work, its authorship, or location.

Brett Butler

Subject access is the man-machine interface, plus underlying syndetic data and information structures, plus processing algorithms to enable retrieval and presentation of bibliographic/textual records in response to an (unrestricted) topical search query.

Putting it more simply, subject access means allowing the searcher to find pertinent items in response to a (free-form English language) topical search question.

Subject access, as defined above, need not be limited to computerized book catalogs, but is equally applicable to other machine-readable textual or textual/numerical files or data bases.

Tamas Doszkocs

Subject access is the process of retrieving a set of records from a database as the result of a requirement statement supplied by a person with an expressible subject request. The requirement statement is matched against records in the database and the statement may be successively modified so that the resulting set (including an empty set) is satisfactory to the individual
or the process is discontinued for other reasons. The process operates within the time and knowledge constraints of the individual and the economic constraints of the organization funding the retrieval system.

Douglas Ferguson

Subject access is the systems and procedures that allow the user to locate material that is about something or someone. Of all the means of access, subject access is uniquely user defined: only the user can decide whether the work found contains information about the topic as he or she defines it. Methods of subject access must therefore be designed to, and be evaluated on the degree to which they enable users to locate items that meet their conception of the topic.

Jeff Griffith

Subject access is the ability to search for terms in a database according to topic or discipline. The terms may appear in any topic or discipline-oriented fields in the database, including (but not limited to) title, abstract, descriptor, or subject heading. Fields without subject-oriented information, such as author name, author affiliation, language, etc., are excluded from subject access.

Donald T. Hawkins

Subject access is a method (or system) of obtaining relevant informational materials addressing a given topic of interest. This method of access provides entry through any common vocabulary. The system provides direct entry at any level in a subject's hierarchy. A hierarchical classification structure of terms is maintained and can be viewed by users, thus related terms are also reported to users.

Subject access plus (SAP) is the expansion of a subject access system which permits users to limit "relevant informational materials" by date, format, language, etc.

Neal Kaske

Subject access is a path to needed items that is either: (a) constructed by analyzing and describing by pre-determined notation the intellectual content of the item, or (b) constructed by making use of descriptors already present in the bibliographic record for the item or in the item itself.
More simply, subject access is a way to find what you want if you know what it's all about.

Tina Kass

Subject access means finding something that has been written about an idea that you are pursuing when you do not have a specific, or "known," item in mind. Subject access can be achieved through word-of-mouth (e.g., do you know of a book on...?), through browsing shelves or files, by searching bibliographies, indexes and data bases, or, theoretically, by searching a library catalog. Successful subject access systems move a searcher as painlessly and effectively as possible from his conceptualization of what is needed to the materials or citations available.

Carol Mandel

Subject access is defined as any means of identifying needed material relevant to a given subject. Subject access implies search access points to catalog records via subject headings (controlled or uncontrolled), free-text terms from selected data elements, including cross-references, or hierarchical structure access points based on subject or classification structure.

Subject access (improved): Access points will be expanded from the current average of 1.8 subject headings to include greatly expanded subject access from subject headings, titles, cross-references, authors, and other selected elements. Access points would include access to book chapters or sections.

Davis McCarn

Subject access is a tool that is easily used by library patrons to retrieve information about a subject. A subject access method should be able to interpret a user's paraphrased subject request into an internal search that will ultimately lead to the retrieval of associated bibliographic information or related subjects for the user to search.

Jim McDonald

Subject access to library bibliographic materials allows library users to (a) locate materials on a given topic as expressed by a user statement or query off "aboutness" and (b) locate items for which the exact title or author may not be known. Instruments of subject access include the library catalog, abstracting and indexing services, bibliographies, and other indexes.
access systems should (a) provide an entry vocabulary sufficient to match the search requests brought by users and (b) provide library users with suggested alternate entry forms and related terms.

William Mischo

Subject access is identifying basic concepts of interest, and retrieving documents pertinent to those concepts. For the Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), this implies retrieval based not only on information inherent in the bibliographic record or the whole document, but retrieval of that document or record as enhanced by controlled indexing.

Pat Molholt

Subject access is any means of locating material on a given topic. This includes a structured approach (including subject terms, classification numbers, and codes) and a non-structured approach utilizing words in the title, series, annotation, table of contents, or any other data included in a record that can be searched.

Lucia Rather

Subject access is a means or a mechanism for identifying sources that contain wanted information or for retrieving the information itself. Indexing of sources of information can be accomplished by the assignment of words, phrases, or numbers that describe the subject. The subject may also be revealed by the author or title, and by the text.

Martin Runkle

Subject access is access to a document by what it's about (its theme, topic). It's aboutness may be denoted by a well-formed expression in a controlled vocabulary or by natural language words or phrases. The definition can be made partially operational by regarding a word as a sequence of characters bounded at either end by a space; a phrase as a significant sequence of words (e.g., a sequence that occurs above a certain threshold frequency); an expression in a controlled vocabulary as enumerated in, or constructed according to the syntax of, an index language. What is regarded as a subject is in part determined by what can be expressed by one or another index language.

Elaine Svenonius
In order to reasonably discuss subject access, one must first determine what are short term objectives and what are long term objectives. At Northwestern University, our short term objective is to provide, in our online catalog, subject access which is at least as good as that supplied by the card catalog which the online catalog replaces. This means that a searcher, using one or more words as an access term, is guided to a list of alphabetically ordered entries, which may be either established headings or references to established headings. He must be able to browse, rapidly, forward and backward in this list and having found one or more established headings which appear to meet his requirements, to browse, rapidly through a list of works under those headings. If he finds a term in the list which is not an established heading, he must be able to determine what he should use, (i.e., a see reference). In the case of established headings, he must be able to determine what are related headings. Whether see references are specifically assigned or automatically generated from key words or phrases, it is important that they be controlled so the user is able to detect the basic underlying structure of the catalog. The long term objective should be then to improve the structure of the vocabulary, to increase the level of subject analysis of works, and to increase the number of references available for use.

Velma Veneziano

Subject access encompasses two major types of searches: (a) the search to find bibliographic resources and information about a particular person, organization or topic, without knowing what bibliographic items will be found, and (b) a search to find a known item when the information necessary to directly search for that item is not known. Recently there has been an indication that persons using the catalog are searching by subject at least as often as they are searching for known items. Subject access must provide the means for successful completion of both types of searches.

Jennifer Younger

* * * * * * *
APPENDIX D

THE WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON MEETING

Following the Subject Access Meeting eight of the participants were invited to meet with LC processing staff and CLR staff to review those portions of the discussions that had implications for LC.

Participants in that meeting were: David Bishop, Pauline Cochrane, Jeff Griffith, Carol Mandel, Bill Mischo, Elaine Svenonius, Velma Veneziano, Jennifer Younger, Mary K. Pietris, Lucia Rather, Lee Jones and Keith Russell.

This appendix is a brief summary of that meeting.

1. Distribution of LCSH in Machine-Readable Form.

The current computer file of LCSH was designed in 1969-1972 for printing the "red book." The file is used in batch mode, and is cumbersome because a large amount of editing is required each time the file is used to produce a product. The last copy of the file distributed to the public was the 1978 master database tape; records on that tape are in the MARC authority record format. Within LC the annual print updates for 1979 and 1980 are available, along with the first quarterly update for 1981. The 1980 master database will consist of the 1978 master database merged with the changes made during 1979 and 1980.

At this time, a new master database tape can be produced every year. At least five major projects at LC have a higher priority than the distribution of LCSH in machine-readable form would have, so it could be two or three years before a version with update tapes will be available instead of the present system of issuing the new master database tape every year. Changes in the authorities format and the distribution mechanism at LC contribute to this delay. Further, LCSH is unique enough that Name Authority File Service software cannot quickly be adapted to help with this project.

Discussion focused on possible interim steps that could be taken to make at least something available in the next six months; the sense of the Subject Access Meeting participants was that this needed to be done quickly and as a high priority. Perhaps an external agency could assume responsibility for updating it until LC could take over; that agency could do the work and return the product(s) to LC for distribution. Northwestern University, Blackwell-North America, and UTLAS were mentioned as three agencies that might be able to do the work. The file created by the agency would have to be reconciled.
with the file at LC when LC took over the creation of the file, but that reconciliation would be part of the contract. Close coordination with LC would be essential.

Another way of getting the updated file ready for distribution would be for CLR or another funding agency to provide money to LC to add the necessary staff for doing the work they plan to do. This could speed up the production and distribution of a machine-readable LCSH.

As a result of this discussion, staff at both LC and CLR will pursue these ideas further.

2. Contributions to LCSH by Other Libraries.

LC has already agreed to cooperative projects with 3 organizations (the Government Printing Office, Harvard, and the University of Chicago) in which these organizations may contribute to LCSH. However, LC can only do so much with existing staff, and they are not yet ready to launch into a subject authority cooperative project patterned after the Name Authority Cooperative Project (NACO). Extra work by LC staff would be needed to train contributors and review work, and the review process for subject work would have to be more thorough than it is for contributed name authority records. At the present time, the LC staff can only handle the workload caused by their own catalogers proposing new and changed subject headings and references. If a cooperative effort became very large, a full-time coordinator would be needed.

Ways of spreading the cost for such work among a large number of libraries are necessary. The role of LC as a national library is important, yet LC cannot be expected to foot the bill for everything. CLR or another funding agency should consider funding an investigation of alternative ways LC could finance some of its national-interest activities for cost recovery. Once the value of many of LC's activities is proven, it should also be easier to justify expenditures within LC.

The experience ERIC has had in the cooperative modification of its thesaurus by 16 branches is relevant, and should be reviewed. That two-year vocabulary improvement and review project, which involved much communication and resulted in the 9th edition of the ERIC Thesaurus, has been completed.

3. LCSH Hierarchy.

Editing the LCSH so that true hierarchical relationships between terms are made explicit was another high-priority item on the short-term list of priorities coming from the Subject Access Meeting. The main reason for the high priority was to help the user work his/her way through the subject headings, but a secondary reason is to provide internal consistency within LCSH in preparation for the day other thesauri will be linked to it.
The necessity of actually going to a hierarchical structure was challenged by those who think that (a) if the purpose of the hierarchy is just to stimulate the user's imagination, then hierarchical relationships may not be so important, and (b) if the purpose is to take online advantage of what is in the "red book," we should not get locked into broader terms and narrower terms, since better approaches may be available before long. It is possible, for example, to just display all see and see also terms as related terms, and let the user sift through them for better terms to use; one problem, however, is that for some terms the number of related terms is staggering.

One view is that what is really needed is a machine-readable file that contains as much information as possible, including the hierarchical relationships. Each system using that file can make use of the hierarchy, or not, depending on local needs. The point of disagreement seems to be how to get the hierarchical file in the first place, and how soon it will be.

What needs to be done right now is a quick study to see if a computer algorithm could convert LCSH to a hierarchical structure at low cost. If 70 to 90% of the headings could be correctly converted by the algorithm, it would be worth doing; manual editing would complete the conversion. The testing of an algorithm could be done quickly on a subset of the 1980 tape, and if the full project is judged worthwhile, a contractor could be hired.

As a result of this discussion, LC will do a small sample to see how often the conversion by a computer algorithm would be acceptable. If the results are good, they will consider using such an algorithm. In the meantime, other research regarding future editing should continue.

4. **LC Classification Online.**

Investigation of the use of the LC classification schedules was a high priority on the long-term issues list. Use of LC classification online could help users as well as record creators, yet only half of the online catalogs Charles Hildreth analyzed in his study allow search by call number, and those searches are for the most part unsophisticated. When Forest Press converted Dewey to machine-readable form, Arthur D. Little, Inc., was hired to do the conversion; the LC classification project is also a likely candidate for contracting.

One approach would be to do a pilot study with part of the LC classification schedule, or with the outline of the schedule. NLM has some experience in this area—they have converted the W class schedule of the NLM classification to machine-readable form.

5. **Bibliographic Augmentation.**

Investigation of possible ways of enhancing bibliographic records to improve subject access was another high priority on the long-term list. Previous studies need to be reviewed, and new ones done to explore what is
possible with the online capabilities that exist today, and the capabilities that will be possible as systems become more powerful, and powerful systems become widely distributed.

Current rules and procedures also need review. The basic rule in subject cataloging is to summarize, not enumerate, the contents of the book. Some feel catalogers spend more time honing down a list of 5 or 6 subject headings than it would take to just include all 5 or 6 subjects in the record. Conceivably, there could be two levels of subject headings—major and minor—or a field could be created in the MARC record in which to list any terms that might be useful. Changes such as these would require changes to the MARC format; more important, however, are the limitations to what LC staff are able to accomplish. Consequently any proposal that could slow down work at LC will require serious thought. One question that needs to be addressed is this: "If LC had more money, would it be better to put it into non-intellectual enhancements (e.g., adding table of contents data) or into subject headings?"

More research on several aspects of this issue is needed.

* * * * * * *
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